
Topics for call September 24, 2022. 

1. Common Law Contract Trust features and benefits.
2. What does the Contract Trust consist of?
3. How do I get an EIN/
4. How does my currency get into the Trust?
5. Can I add more currency?
6. How many Trusts do I need?
7. How will I be notified?
8. Where will I go to exchange?
9. What do I need to bring to the exchange?
10. Lots of Q A we have received over the years.

Indicator Support System

As you know, we have some trained individuals that do some of the Trusts for
you. Lately, we have had a lot of calls and emails from Clients that need or want to
bring their Trusts current with Minutes, etc. The only people we have doing that
work right now are Carol and myself. That is about to change.

We will have the better qualified and trained people on our staff available to help
you do all those ‘pesky’ tasks that you have avoided doing to keep your Trusts
current and lawful. In addition, we will be able to build additional Trusts, facilitate
all those Minutes, Contracts or Resolutions that you will need going forward for
all your existing and future Trusts for a few more years.

This will only be done via the internet. I will either build a page that will be
dedicated to these issues on III website or expand 3itrustapp.com. The decision on
where the forms will be harbored will be determined by “security” issues that we
are evaluating.

It will be simple… just go to the website or log on to our III website, go to the Tab
in the Menu and then pick the form that best suits what you want done. Fill in the
details and add your Credit or Debit card info and the hit send button. Pricing will
be revealed on that page shortly. 

We will build that Minute, Contract, Resolution or make specific changes or
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updates you requested. The updates, Minute, Contract, Resolution will be emailed
to you as a PDF. 

To get the document your requested ready for your Trust, put the specific paper or
Certificate paper in your printer that represents the Minute, Contract, Resolution
and hit “Print”. VIOLA! Your Minute, Contract, Resolution can be 3-hole
punched (if apropos) and placed in the binder. 

All of the type of paper and style of certificates we use are available on Amazon
and listed on our “Tools” page in the main menu on Indicator Information website. 

In addition, all of the Font Types and styles and Templates for Minutes
information is also listed there. I have also linked various YouTube instructional
videos on how to install the Fonts on your computer.

CONTRACT  TRUST CALL #150

RECORD
DISCLAIMER Hello Everyone. Today is Saturday, September 24, 2022.

Welcome to our Contract Trust Conference Call. We are not
accountants, tax professionals, lawyers or currency dealers. We
are not engaged in rendering legal, tax, accounting or other
professional advice. Should you require those services, you
should retain competent advice from a professional in that
field.

WELCOME Thanks for joining us today. We are Indicator Information
Institute. My name is Carol Werelius and my partner Jim Knox
and I have these calls every 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month.
These calls are recorded and available on our website,
www.indicatorinformation.com, www.indicator-calls.com and
www.iiicalls.com. and some of our older calls are on YouTube.
As we get closer and closer to our expected exchange, we
thought this would be a good time to review our Common Law
Contract Trust, and why we think it is the best vehicle for you
to protect your assets. As always, your questions are welcome.
*6 to raise your hand. 
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Many, if not most, of you are aware that if you are to receive a million dollars or
more, you MUST have a Trust. While there are many out there, we feel our
Common Law Contract Business Trust to be the strongest, most comprehensive
and flexible trust available. Judging by the information we’ve heard and read
lately, we really do appear to be on the cusp of our long awaited RV. So, here is a
quick review of what we do. 

1. The Common Law Contract Trust that we promote has many features and
benefits.
a. You can be your own Trustee. There is no one between you and your

money.
b. It is irrevocable, providing superior asset protection.
c. The Trust owns the assets, you manage them, providing limited

liability. You don’t own assets, so no one can take them from you.

d. It is valid in all 50 states and can operate anywhere.
e. Avoids state income tax if correctly domiciled in a state that does not

levy such a tax.
f. Unlike a corporation or LLC, there is no double taxation. 
g. It is eligible for an EIN. We obtain one for you. 
h. It provides for future generations and you name your own successor

trustee.
i. It insures financial privacy. No one knows what you have.
j. Avoids probate. No waiting, no attorneys no government

intervention.
k. Avoids death and inheritance taxes. Your estate remains intact upon

your death.
l. Estate preservation provides for generational wealth.
m. No government/state registration. Provides for your privacy.
n. No annual fees, saving you time and money.
o. Our members only website, www.indicatorinformation.com gives you

access to all the legal back-up, minutes, contracts, tools and resources
you may need. 

2. Your Contract Trust consists of the Contract and Declaration of Trust.
Specific minutes and notary pages. Schedules for your assets. Extra Minute
pages for future use. Certificates and Abstract of Trust. Access to our
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website with complete instructions and essays on uses of Business Trust in
commerce. Legal opinions on uses of the Trust. Sample minutes and
documents for your use.

3. We obtain an EIN for the Trust name you choose.

4. Your currency gets into the Trust by the initial exchange. 

5. You can add more currency by Minute, as you acquire it.

6. You do not have to share how much currency you have, just the types of
currency.

7. Initially, all you need is a Motherlode Trust, which holds your currency and
will be the Trust you use at your exchange. You will probably want
additional Trusts in the future such as Management Trusts, Real Estate,
Vehicle, Annuity, Charitable etc. 

8. Let’s open it up for Q & A.

9. There seems to be a lot of confusion regarding the actual exchange. From
what we understand, there will be special exchange / redemption centers all
over the country, set up specifically for those of us in Tier 4b, the so-called
Internet Group. If you are on this call, you are in 4b. If you bought your
currency from an authorized dealer, you will probably get an email from
Wells Fargo or HSBC, advising you of the safe-link website to set your
appointment. Don’t be alarmed if you don’t get the email. Several of the
“gurus” will be posting the safe-link website when they get it. We will send
a blast email saying the Eagle has landed, with links to the above “gurus’.
From what we’ve read, the exchange centers will offer higher contract rates
than the banks. If you have Zim, you MUST go to a Redemption Center.

10. Some folks are still talking about going to their local bank to exchange. This
may be a good idea for people with minor mounts of currency, say 1 or 2
25K dinars. Not really a good idea or even an option for those with
considerable amounts. You will be dealing with people in your community.
Do you really want anyone to know you suddenly deposited millions of
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dollars? I think not. Also, the rates offered by the banks are said to be
substantially lower.

11. More than likely you will be told what to bring to your appointment. At the
very least, you will need;
a. Valid ID (2 pieces)
b. Proof of address, usually 2 recent Utility Bills 
c. Abstract of Trust. Some suggest bringing a COPY of your Trust, up

to and including the signature page. I would bring it but not offer it.
d. Tax ID Letter
e. Your currencies, neatly bundled and labeled
f. Currency Tally Sheets for each currency
g. Exclusions to your NDA
h. Bank Account Info, if you have it.  

12. I have prepared a binder that includes all of these, plus a short bio and
humanitarian plans that I have. I don’t have any projects of my own, but
intend to fund projects others have presented to me. I also have a 90 day and
6 months needs budget. Also, what I feel I must do as soon as possible, like
hiring an assistant, providing for security, interviewing and hiring Personal
Bankers, Wealth Advisors, Trust Management Companies, etc. Anybody I
hire to choose to do business with will be thoroughly vetted.

Jim, what would you like to add today?

I have been reviewing some of the questions I have seen throughout the years, and
thought some of you may have the same questions on your minds. 

Lately I’ve been hearing that the banks are going to offer a POD or a TOD to sign
they said it’s not mandatory I just want to make sure with you I was under the
impression that if I signed any of those that it would null  & void the trust.. so I’m
just double checking because I didn’t want to sign either one of those documents.
Trusts do not need a TOD or POD, but must have a named Successor Trustee on
the Abstract. 
 
One of the callers talked about filing taxes..And you made a good point.. I never
thought about writing an invoice to the trust of what I have paid out so far.
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Although I doubt that this will be a taxable event, other than the cost of currency
you originally exchanged into the Trust, you can invoice the Trust for  the cost of
the trust and the cost of the PO Box and any office supplies you purchased for the
trust. You can also invoice the Trust for the time you have put into it. Learning
about it, listening to calls, etc. Reimbursement is a good way to get some money
out of the Trust.
 
I still have to write my minute about currency I purchased after I purchased the
trust. Do I have to make another schedule a day for that currency or do I put them
on the schedule is that you have in the trust? Never change Schedule A. That is for
the initial exchange only. Use the Sample Minute we have provided.
 
I emailed you about how to figure out how much currency I would have after I
took money the day of the exchange should I still do it that way. It is strongly
suggested to exchange it all at one time, as you will not get another appointment.
How much can I "Pay Myself" monthly, quarterly, yearly etc... Without being
taxed? You can pay yourself whatever you need, as often as you want, however it
will be 1099 income to you, at this point in time. By the time you decide too this,
income tax may be a thing of the past. In any event, make it reasonable. Whatever
the Trust earns may be taxable to it. Whatever it pays you will be a deduction to
the trust’s income. Your wealth/trust manager should be able to help you out with
the amounts that are best for you. 

When you have a trust is there a limited in the amount of money you can put in to
it? I have heard that anything over 50 million will be tax. Is that so?

You are not putting money into the Trust. You exchanged your currency, which
when revalued, will have a monetary value. I have not heard anything about a
limitation or tax over 50 million.

You keep telling us to have a Mother Load account when we exchange. Is this a
saving or checking? I'm pretty sure the bank will open it as a checking account.

I know it is to have no cards, checks  or internet access attached to it. Correct

We are supposed to have the wealth/trust manager do the transfers when needed.
Correct? Yes
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Who keeps the Wealth/Trust Manager honest if we can’t see our funds?  Your
wealth/trust manager will assist you in trades, transfers, etc. You will have to
personally OK anything he or she does.

We keep getting the info that we are not supposed to exchange our different
currencies into the same accounts. How can we have a mother load account and
not exchange into the same account?. And why shouldn’t we exchange into the
same account? They are talking about multiple accounts under the Mother Lode
Trust. For example Mother Lode D (Dinar) account, Mother Lode V (Dong
Account), Motherlode Z, etc. I heard a long time ago that the Dinar would be
handled differently than the other currencies. Let’s assume there is an issue with
one of the currencies you exchanged and you account was blocked. That would
block ALL your funds, instead of just the one that was affected. 

Then they say to get a non interest bearing account.. Your initial account should
be NIB. It is not accessible to the bank, but fully accessible to you. 

The Zim has to go into a interest bearing  account or we will make no money on it!
I am confused.  Not initially. The Zim will go into a structured account that will be
interest bearing.

I intend to put in a holding account 50% of all funds for taxes.  Is it okay to place

these funds in a savings account that earns interest?  And I'm also thinking of 25%

on hold for future investment...precious metals, stock in 3D Printing, etc....also a

savings account that earns interest?  That sounds reasonable to me. Don’t forget

this is a non-taxable event, at least on the federal side. States may try to impose it.

That’s why we suggest domiciling in a non-tax state.

Jim ...We are not planning on retiring any time soon. However, we will both be

taking a few weeks off immediately post RV to attend to our own business. We

understand that you may be anticipating purchasing some property or vehicles

during that time, so we are offering an Abstract of Trust to assist you in closing

those deals. The application is on our website, www.3itrustapp.com and costs

$200. This is only available to existing clients. 
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Jim close

Thanks for your time and attention. My name is Carol Werelius. My number is

877-333-5018 or 206-915-4236. I am available between 10 and 6 Eastern time,

Monday through Friday. The best way to reach me is by email.

info@indicatorinformation.com. Have happy and safe weekend! Go RV!
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